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About Me
Ahmad Samhan is a Jordanian entrepreneur,
business professional and co-founder of one of the
fastest global growing companies located in China
(Mutual Dropshpping).
With over 30+ years of experience in trade, online
trade, e-commerce, drophsipping and Shopify.
I'm here to share success stories and practices with
you that others don't.
Every piece of information is an actual practice and
not theoretical.

Get in touch today and let us make it a successful
journey.
www.mutualdropshipping.com
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Introduction
Selling online is easier than before …
E-Commerce sales continue to grow every
day.
Thanks to Shopify and other platforms that
help
entrepreneurs to start having their own
empire
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In this book
1- What is dropshipping advantages and disadvantages
2- How to find winning products free and paid methods
3- How to start shopify store
4- Dropshipping budget details
5- Facebook ads – Basics
6- Instagram influencers- budget and calculators
7-case study
8-10 tips before you start
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But wait, do you think it's easy as other
online guru says?

Create a store, add
products, run some
Ads and you will start
generate millions Of
dollars

But wait, do you think it's easy as other
online guru says?

No, it's not true

Let me tell you all what you need
to know about dropshipping step
by step, grab a cup of coffee and

let's kick-off….

What Is The DROPSHIPPING?
DROPSHIPPING

Dropshipping is the best career path ever,
where you can start a side hustle or you could
later make it your full-time job.

Simply
A fulfillment method where a store doesn’t keep the
products it sells in stock. Instead, the store purchases
the item from a third-party supplier and has it shipped
directly to the customer. As a result, the seller doesn’t
have to handle the product directly.

Why dropshipping?
1- LESS INVESTMENT

Probably the biggest advantage to dropshipping is that it’s
possible to launch an e-commerce store without having to
invest thousands of dollars in inventory upfront. Traditionally,
retailers have had to tie up huge amounts of capital purchasing
inventory. With the dropshipping model, you don’t have to
purchase a product unless you’ve already made the sale and
have been paid by the customer. Without significant up-front
inventory investments, it’s possible to start sourcing products
and launch a successful dropshipping business with very little
money. And because you’re not committed to selling-through
any inventory purchased upfront, like in a traditional retail
business, there’s less risk involved in starting a dropshipping
store or testing a new product line.

2- Start Super Easy

Running an e-commerce business is much easier
when you don’t have to deal with physical products.
With drop shipping, you don’t have to worry about
• Managing or paying for a warehouse
• Packing and shipping your orders
• Tracking inventory for accounting reasons
• Handling returns and inbound shipments
• continually ordering products and managing stock level

3- Flexible
You can work from home with little more than a laptop,
and you can work at the times that are most convenient
for you. This is ideal for entrepreneurs who want a
business that works for them. You won’t have to bend
over backward to get things done. Instead, you set your
own pace. Dropshipping is also flexible, in that, it gives
you a lot of room to make decisions that work for you.
You can easily list new products whenever you want, and
you can adjust your strategies on the fly. If you’re going
on vacation, you can automate everything to run while
you’re away. You get the idea – the possibilities are
limitless

4- You can sell on any Niche

Since you don’t have to pre-purchase the
items you sell, you can offer a niche of
trending products to your potential
customers. If suppliers stock an item, you
can list it for sale on your online store at no
additional cost.
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5- EASY TO SCALE

With a traditional retail business, if you receive
three times the number of orders, you’ll usually
need to do three times as much work. By
leveraging dropshipping suppliers, most of the
work to process additional orders will be borne by
the suppliers, allowing you to expand with fewer
growing pains and less incremental work.
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6- Freedom

This is the best part of dropshipping, the
freedom in time and money no more 9-5 Job,
you can do whatever you want from where ever
you stay.
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disadvantages of dropshipping

And as contained
in this book, we should tell you what others do not
1- Low margins
tell you, so let me explain some disadvantages of.

These are the biggest disadvantage to operating in a highly
competitive dropshipping niche. Because it’s so easy to get started,
and the overhead costs are so minimal, many competing stores will
set up shop and sell items at rock-bottom prices in an attempt to
grow revenue. Since they’ve invested so little in getting the
business started, they can afford to operate it on minuscule
margins. If you start dropshipping on Amazon… alongside your
Shopify store, your Margin on that sales channel will be much
thinner.

2- Inventory control and shipping problems

When it comes to stocking products, order fulfillment, and shipping,
things are out of your hands entirely. One of the disadvantages of
dropshipping is that you don’t have much control over certain
aspects of the dropshipping process. You have to rely on your
suppliers to do everything right and work seamlessly. This lack of
control can be off-putting to some entrepreneurs, but it usually isn’t
a problem. This just means that when something goes wrong, it can
be tricky to manage. When everything goes well, it’s awesome. But
when supplier problems happen, you just have to wait for them to
be resolved. This can sometimes, cause customer retention
issues, but with the right damage control, you can mitigate the
problems and keep customer churn to an absolute minimum.

3-Supplier handling

Have you ever been blamed for something that
wasn’t your fault, but you had to accept
responsibility for the mistake, anyway ?

Even the best dropshipping suppliers make
mistakes fulfilling orders— mistakes for which you
have to take responsibility and apologize. And
mediocre and low-quality suppliers will cause endless
frustration with missing items, botched shipments, and
low-quality packing, which can damage your
business’s reputation.

4- Customer Care

One of the most unfortunate disadvantages of
dropshipping is that YOU HAVE TO TAKE THE
BLAME WHEN YOUR CUSTOMERS COMPLAIN.
You could be doing everything right and still run into
problems if your suppliers are having issues.

5- LIMITED CUSTOMIZATION AND BRANDING

LIMITED CUSTOMIZATION AND BRANDING… unlike
custom-made products or print on demand, dropshipping
doesn’t give you a lot of control over the product itself.
Usually, the product drop shipped is designed and branded
by the supplier. Some Alibaba dropshipping suppliers can
accommodate your business’s product changes, but even
then, the supplier has the most control over the product
itself. Any changes or additions to the product itself usually
require a minimum order quantity to make it viable and
affordable for the manufacturer and this part we will discuss
in detail when we reach for the branding part.
And to be able to avoid all these disadvantages, there
comes the job of the dropshipping agent to handle it all.

Now, we understand what is
dropshipping, and how it
works let's start to put
things together and start the
journey of making money.
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FIRST THING FIRST

The two (2) big questions are
1- where I can find the winning products or search for products
to start my business ?
2- how much money I need to start my online business?

A- Find the niche

You want to pick a profitable niche that doesn’t have insane levels
of competition. That’s the basic formula. The right research will
help you to do this.

Product Research Strategy!
Dropshipping starts with Product Research and product research is one of
the most important skills to have. We have spent hundreds of hours searching
for the best way to find winning products and we would like to share our
Product Research Strategy, so you can find the Winning Products Every
Time.

What exactly does my Product Research strategy
look like?

Key factors to look for in a product

Winning products are products that your target audience loves and
sell like crazy. These products will give you the confidence to keep
going, and it’s unlikely that you will give up on your dropshipping
store after you’re seeing sales popping in. This might seem really
easy right now, but I’m here to tell you that it’s not. It takes time and
effort to succeed with dropshipping! And last but not least, you need
to keep on going, even though every piece of your body is telling
you that you can’t do it and you need to quit. Don’t forget that a
product doesn’t need to be positive for all these factors below, but
it’s nice if your product has more than one winning product factor!
Also, this guide is to show you what factors a winning product has –
it even has some product examples – but this isn’t a guide to help
you find winning products (Doing Product Research)

A product that has the “wow”

factor that takes your attention. The product is
unique or mind-blowing. If you see the product,
you’re like, “What? I have never seen that
before! That’s awesome!” It has the “wow”
factor
Winning
dropshipping
product
example. Maybe, you’re a bit older and you’re
reading this, then you might not see it, but
younger people could really get a ―wow‖ from
this! It’s not a product you usually see.

Cant find easy in retail store
Most successful dropshipping products are products
that are not normally found in retail stores. Not easy
to find in stores Winning dropshipping product example.
Yes, these are electronic products, but have you ever
seen these products in your normal retail store? Or, if
you want a simpler example, what about colorchanging toilet paper instead of normal toilet paper?
Most retail stores have normal toilet paper, right?
Well… now, you’re selling color-changing toilet paper,
and nobody can find that in their normal retail store! Of
course, this is just an example. I don’t think colorchanging toilet paper exists, haha!

A Good profit Margin

This is a big one. If your product doesn’t have good profit margins,
it might not be the right product to drop ship for you. The
problem now is that if you price your dropshipping product
correctly and it brings the total, for example, to $25, then that
might seem alright, right? But what if your product was a dog toy?
Or an anti-stress toy? Do you still think the price seems okay?
This is called perceived value.
One last example, would you rather buy a $39 watch or a $39
towel? Or what do you think looks more expensive? The $19.95
cat toy or the $19.95 painting? Of course, you could market the
cat toy in such a way that its perceived value is much higher

The bottom line is:

If your product gets a higher price than you think that that
product is worth after you correctly price your product, then this
might not be the correct product for you! For your profit
margins, try to find a product that you can sell for at least $20
(or $19.95) with a 2.5x – 3x markup!
For example, your total cost of the product with shipping is $8.
If you can sell that product now for $24.95, you have a 3x
markup!

Problem Solving

If your product solves a problem that someone, or preferably
multiple people has, then that’s an awesome indicator of a
winning product. For niche dropshipping stores, does your
target audience have any problems? People who own
general dropshipping stores can find any product that solves a
problem for someone. They don’t have to search for products
for specific people.
Solves a problem: Winning dropshipping product
example; what problem do people have when your back is
pain? They try to find any product help them to take the pain
out

Time and Space Solving

Could your product make someone’s life easier ? Could it
save someone time in their daily routine,
for example? Is your customer travels a lot?
Well.. Just look at the photo all these
products is time saving and space saving

This Product Will Make Someone’s Life Easier For Sure.

Size and Weight

Small in size and lightweight products and
there is a way to check if the product can be
shipped or not here below, I leave for you a
chart to check the product size before you
start.

Small in size and lightweight products and there is a
way to check if the product can be shipped or not here
below, I leave for you a chart to check the product size
before you start.

Big Audience

Large Audience Size - The interest section in the FB
ads manager shows the audience size. Selling a product
to an audience with a large size confirms the scalability
of the product.

Product Reserach

Product research is one of the most important part in
the dropshipping and online business once you find the
product you want to sell other things you can start build
and on this section we will learn the way to find you
next winning product

1 - Tiktok
There are two ways to find the winning
products the normal search and the paid
search tools.

1- Normal search:
https://www.tiktok.com/
and search

“Amazon finds”

1 - Aliexpress

What is the criteria you should check?
1. Search by orders
2. The product should have lots of orders
Check the link below maybe 2000-3000 orders
Aliexpress popular 3. It might be a new product, so might be
not a lot of sales for this product.
4. The product review should be more
than 4.5+
5. The supplier page should have a good
photos and videos for the product.

2- Aliexpress

3 – Google trends
Use Google Trends
https://trends.google.com/trends

To check the product or niche trends for recent
times. Search for product or niche of the
product, if the chart goes upward or is constant
for a couple of years, it validates a positive trend
of the product.

4- Facebook library
This tool will help you to check the ads
creative and find some other winning
products

Check the view and comment part on
each video

https://www.facebook.com/ads/library

Other tips
https://www.amazon.com/Best-Sellers
https://www.ebay.com/globaldeals

All these steps confirm the profitability of the
product and you have winning products now.

Paid tools for searching the niche and winning products

1- The #1 winning products spy tool.
Every month, release over 1000 winning
products to help you easily scale your business.
ECHSPY
https://bit.ly/3HSMRU8
Enjoy a 20% discount today only for our clients use the code MTL20

2- Menia is one of the best spy tools for both FB
and Tiktok, here is also a link to check the site
https://bit.ly/3vAkzc6

Now that the product research is complete

Google chrome extension

STEP 2 - Product Saturation and Competition
Product validation is the most important step for the
product to be a winning one.
The most important aspect of validation is whether the
product is saturated, competitive, or untapped.
Use SATURATION SCOUT chrome extension to
check the saturation level of the product. It is a free
chrome extension. You can add it to your chrome
browser for a chrome web store. Search for saturation
Scout on google or on the chrome web store to get
started.
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Paid tools for searching the niche and winning products

It shows whether the product is competitive saturated or
untapped. Products with good engagement and if fewer
people are selling the product or are untapped, this
assures that the product has to be a winning one, as the
product is already selling well and there is almost no
competition while marketing the product.
On the other hand, if the product is competitive, it can
also make money for you, but it requires more
investment and margins becomes low.
Also, Saturation Scout Chrome Extension gives the list
of competitive stores selling the product, which further
helps you to find what other products potential competitors
are selling which also helps you find products that you
can upsell.

Top niche to sell in 2022

Entering an over-saturated niche without adequate
funding or experience can make it difficult for your
business to compete against established businesses
and thrive. Conversely, finding a unique dropshipping
niche is important to create a steady stream of revenue
and establish a loyal audience.
In the next slides, we’ll look at some of the unique
dropshipping niches on the market right now.

Gym and Fitness Niche

Fitness and gym equipment and supplies are in high
demand. Additionally, if you wish to target a more
specific niche, here are some suggestions: Cycling
apparel, sports bras, training gloves, running shoes,
yoga mats, fitness trackers, foam rollers, knee support
pads, dumbbells, When deciding on a sub-niche, be
innovative. You’d be amazed on the niche you would
discover people spend their money on.

Baby Products

More than any other product category
baby items are among the biggest sellers on Amazon
(including books). I’ve noticed that parents desire their
kids to look unique, so distinctive baby products are in
high demand. Plus, many mothers may purchase a
different item if they trust it is of higher quality or
friendlier for their kids.

Survival Gear

From my personal observation, many people
usually seek to purchase survival products
If you have a target audience of survivalists,
What’s more, you can easily use the
“survival” keyword to increase your
visibility and make more sales.

Pet Supplies

Pet products could be a good option if you want
a business that moves fast and products that
sells well without being overly burdensome.
Many people who have pets but don’t have
much time or money on their hands would
appreciate products like cat litter or dog food.
Additionally, pet owners enjoy making their pet
happy. Ensure that these things are always
available for purchase in your store.

Beauty
The beauty niche can be highly profitable despite the
competition with the proper business model. Since beauty
is one of those niches where many people are eager to
spend money on things they don’t always need having
high-quality inventory and low prices might help you
succeed in this market. According to a study by “Common
Thread Collective,” Beauty Businesses Are Expected To
Reach $784.6 Billion By 2027; this means that if you want
to have a successful e-commerce company, you need to
research what the most popular beauty products are on
Amazon today.

Women’s Clothes

Many women enjoy shopping, particularly
for clothes. Just walk into any luxury shop
in America, and you’ll see people looking
for suitable clothing for any event. A study
even shows that the online women’s
clothing sales market will be worth more
than $37 billion in 2022.

Jewelry Niche
Jewelry is one of those goods that may leave a lasting impact on
buyers while also being quite competitive. It’s difficult to tell
the difference between a high-quality and a low-quality one.
While drop shippers have numerous alternatives and roads to
explore, maintaining a concept and a targeted audience can
significantly affect your business. The good news is that you can
easily sell jewelry online.
Furthermore, it is obvious that many people have just left this
market; therefore, there are lots of opportunities. With the rise
in demand for more individually tailored things like customized
name chains and even customized rings, it’s more crucial than
ever to communicate effectively and understand your clients.
They need to know precisely what they’re going to get

Gadgets/Technology Niche

People are constantly on the lookout for new technologies
and goods that will make their life easier. People can find
products that they otherwise wouldn’t be able to afford
through gadgets. When it comes to gadgets, be mindful of
purchasing low-quality things, as they are more likely to
be returned, which can have a negative impact on your
profits.

Furniture and Home Decor Niche
Many people started staying at home after the Covid-19
breakout at the beginning of 2020. As a result, we naturally
desire the environment, in which, we spend most of our time
attractive. As a result, the dropshipping areas of furniture and
home décor will continue to exist. You can also select from the
following amazing sub-niches: Storage bins, drawer or closet
dividers, LED lighting, wall shelves, ornamental vases, bean
bags, macramé, book stands, walk art posters, home office
equipment, outdoor furniture, and so on. Be mindful of the size,
weight, and packaging of furniture while making a purchase.
Remember that dropshipping or storing some heavy-weight
products can be challenging.

Health Supplements

It would be best if you exercise caution with this niche,
though. It’s difficult to determine a product’s actual
constituents, and anything with health claims could be
subjected to FDA scrutiny in the United States and other
associations in other countries. This subjects you to legal
and other forms of risk.

The online store “ The Budget”

Now, let’s answer the
second question

Though it’s hard to predict the exact costs for any
individual business, there are a few items every
dropshipping business will need to Spend
Money On In Order To Get Started. Here’s a
quick summary of the essential costs

1- An online store

Online store Estimated cost: $29/monthly, you’ll need to find an e-commerce
platform in order to create and host your online store. We obviously recommend
starting a Shopify store. You’ll be able to effortlessly sync with the Dsers

marketplace to source products, and you’ll get access to our full selection of themes
and free branding tools, so you can get your business up and running quickly.
Below are the links to how to start and get free 14 days trial on Shopify
https://shopify.pxf.io/P0dyrj

2- Domain name estimated cost: $20/year

2- Domain Name

It’s hard to build trust with customers
without your own domain name. While there
are several top-level domains available (e.g.,
example. shop, example. co), we recommend
looking for a .com that fits your brand, if one is
available, here below is one of the best sites to
register your domain budget around $20 USD
a year

https://BlueHost

3- Company Registration
The amount varies between USD 15 to USD 140 a year, we recommend the non-residents
package, if you are not located in the UK and your country can’t issue a Shopify payment or

payment gateway. Maybe, it's not an important part at the beginning of your business but
you will need it at a later stage for sure… in order to make it easier for you, here are some
suggested links to register a company in the UK or USA, in the beginning, you will need to

make it to get a verified from PayPal and Shopify payment.
And as you are reading this enjoy a 15%
discount to open the company through our link
in the UK only for now
https://bit.ly/3P94EZT

3- Company Registration
1-Compnay
And below is the way to register an LLC company as well in the USA for the non-US
residents you can use one of the links below to hire a professional company to register your
account and as well you can open an USA bank account also from the link below enjoy 250
USD back if you spend 10K from this link

https://www.wyregisteredagent.net/
https://bit.ly/3Q90fa5

For USA Company the amount will be between 300-500 USD depends on your needs

4- Logo for your store
As we are moving step by step, so now you have all done what you need to do

in order to create a nice logo for your store and add some apps to make your
store looks more professional.
The best place to design a professional logo is Canva here
below the link and enjoy doing the amazing logo.
The logo is very important for your business and your
brand in the later stage.
https://partner.canva.com/VykD6M

5- Apps you need for your store
Mutualdropship
Find Products to Sell
Find AliExpress dropshipping products to sell. Then, customize and add them directly to
your store, in just a few clicks.
is totally free
Klaviyo
Sync all your Shopify data
Get the full story on every customer that visits—what makes them click, what makes them
bounce, and what makes them buy. No more guessing.
The packages are also free but limited to 250 emails can be upgraded to 500 with a total cost
of $20USD a month.

5- Apps you need for your store
Profit Analytics
Auto & real-time tracking
Everything on autopilot: Profit, COGS, Shipping, Transaction, Handling & Custom costs.
Sync Ad Spend (FB, GG, Bing, Snapchat).
This APP is not free the subscription is USD 19.95 a month.
Gorgias - Live Chat & Helpdesk
Centralize customer tickets
Facebook, Instagram, Emails, live chat, SMS, and even calls: stop switching all day long and
solve all support requests from one place.
This app has 7 days free plan and then starts from 60 USD a month as a beginner you might
not need that but for the later stage when you are scaling.

5- Apps you need for your store
Pop-Ups, SMS & Email Marketing
Automate Email & SMS Marketing
Abandoned Cart Recovery, Product Recommendations, Shopify Email List A/B Tests, SMS Text
Message, Thank You Email Templates, Free Email
This App is totally free to install and has 18 APP in one store Dashboard inside… check, it
might help
Replay Site Recorder & Surveys
Track user behavior & actions
Convert visitors into customers. Replay full session recordings to understand how people
navigate your website.
This App has two planned free and paid plans, the paid plan is USD 29.

5- Apps you need for your store
Loox Product Reviews & Photos
Collect Photo & Video Reviews
Send automatic review request emails, ask customers for reviews with delivery-based timing,
and offer discounts for adding a photo or video
This App has free trial of 14 days and paid plan start from USD 9.99 a month.

Track shore - PayPal Track Sync
Establish Trust with PayPal
Ensure your PayPal account remains in good standing and improve customer satisfaction in
a seamless process from order to delivery
This APP has 7 days trial and then has the plan from $9.99 a month up to $119 a month.

5- Apps you need for your store
Yotpo Product Reviews & Photos

Collect More Reviews & Photos
Collect product reviews, ratings, site reviews & photos using our
automatic review emails, SMS (SMSBump) or on-site with our
Reviews Widget.

All apps can be installed from the below link

https://apps.shopify.com/

Shipping Countries

So, now things should be more clear
You have the product in the shop, you know what apps you need to install and what budget
you have to start with.
Let's move to some other important parts which is the countries you will
sell in Most of the successful drop shippers, ship for a list of countries.
We call it before Epacket countries, which are the countries
that have the best sales during the year.

And here are the list of the countries.
1. Australia
2. Austria
3. Belgium
4. Brazil
5. Canada
6. Croatia
7. Denmark
8. Estonia
9. Finland
10.France

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Germany
Gibraltar
Great Britain
Greece
Hong Kong
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Kazakhstan

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malaysia
Malta
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Poland
Portugal

31. Spain
32. South Korea
33. Sweden
34. Switzerland
35. United Kingdom
36. United States

Make sure to clear the shipping time and process time in your
store, this will help you to avoid the disputes in your store

Location
United States
Canada, Europe
Australia, New Zealand
Central & South
America
Asia
Africa

*Estimated Shipping Time

8-14 Business days
8-15 Business days
8-15 Business days
10-20 Business days

8-15 Business days
15-30 Business days

Max delivery time – 30 business
days.
*This doesn’t include our 1-3 day
processing time.
*All shipping times exclude
clearance/customs delays Credit
“Ecom King”

Ok so are you ready for the
marketing do you know where
shall you start below will give
some hints and how can you start
on marketing there is nothing on
details you should so some work
by your self

Facebook Ads Strategies
Facebook advertising is an important way to connect with your audience on the world’s largest social
network. How large? 2.91 billion monthly active users is large, to be precise.
If you want to get the best results, it’s important to understand the different Facebook ad types and
targeting options before you dive in.
In this part we just brief the points more details are in the links below
https://e-comarabia.com/product/the-dropshipper-strategies/
https://e-comarabia.com/course/dropshipping-course/

Credit Mohammad Odeh

1- Facebook ads theory
Before starting with your launch strategy, you need to understand how Facebook algorithm
works in order to know how your ads are being evaluated.
The first thing is you need to understand the Auction:
Facebook is an Auction Platform, advertisers are competing for a limited space Auction is not
just based on money but also on user experience
There are too many advertisers and not enough ad space
Winning advertisers are the ones who test relentlessly and find the best audiences and
ad creatives

2- Reading Facebook Data
You need to be able to analyze and read the data that you get from your ads. It is best to
be prepared to read the data that you receive from the ads you run.
Here is how I set up my columns in the Facebook Ads Manager in the following order:

3- Facebook Launch Strategy
Launching a product must be performed in a way that you can build data for future
campaigns.
I will share my launch strategy that and campaign structure that I personally use.
This launch strategy is designed to be timeless and unbreakable.
Sandbox Campaigns
Testing environment that isolates untested code changes and outright experimentation from the production
environment or repository, in the context of software development including Web development, Automation
and revision control.
I call campaigns where I test my creatives or audiences Sandbox Campaigns. Ad sets that I test in Sandbox
Campaigns and are kept separate at all times from any other kind of campaigns. Once an adset passes the
test (shows proven audience or is a proven creative), then it is
duplicated into scaling campaigns. This avoids wasting money trying to scale unprofitable creatives or
audiences. In sandbox campaigns, you do not need to worry about optimization, this
will be done in scaling campaigns. There are two types of sandbox campaigns:

3- Facebook Launch Strategy
Creative Sandbox Campaign: Where I test Creatives (videos/photos/ad copy) to find most
interactive creative 2. Audience Sandbox Campaign: Where I test audiences to find a profitable
audience The best launch strategy, in my experience, follows four phases:
1. Initial Creative Test phase where I create a Creative Sandbox Conversions Campaign
optimized for View Content where creatives are tested
2. Initial Data Collection phase where I run Audience Sandbox Conversion Campaigns
optimized for Purchase where audiences are tested
3. Data Driven Targeting Phase were narrowing down the audience starts and testing lookalike
audiences takes place
4. Creative Optimization phase where I go back to the first phase and test new angles of the
winning creative

4- Facebook Ads Retargeting Strategy

The word retargeting means reaching out for the people who you already reached before.
The reason we retarget is that most people who we reach will not purchase, but many will
take various actions, either on the ad itself or on your website, which shows interest in your
product. Retargeting those who already showed interest with an offer or promotion will
increase the chance of them purchasing dramatically. Retargeting campaigns are one of the
most profitable campaigns if done right. The great thing about this campaign is it does not
require high budgets! Before starting the retargeting strategy, you need to understand the
difference between Cold,
Warm and Hot audiences.

Cold Audiences
Cold audiences are people who do not know about your store or product, they see you for the
first time. They are the majority of people you advertise to with the target of letting them know
about your business and convincing them to buy. Cold audiences include Interest Audiences
and Lookalike Audiences.

Warm Audiences
Warm audiences are the people you have already reached through your ads and have
shown some interest, but did not take any action on your website. This includes post
engagers, video viewers and page followers.
Hot Audiences
Hot audiences are the ones who saw your ad, took an action on your website, but have
not purchased yet. These audiences show direct interest in your product and if
retargeted, will show the highest return.

5- Re-Investing into Content
This is one of the most underrated part of any e-commerce/dropshipping business in my
opinion. Content is king as many say, but why? Content is what the user experiences on any
platform. Facebook values user experience over everything. Facebook wants its users to experience new
high-quality media in order to attract new users and not to bore or repel its
currents user.

Creating original content is one of the highest returns on investment you can make in ecommerce and
it does not have to be expensive.
I recommend to reinvest once you reach sales of 1000 USD/day profitably, (200USD+/day profit) you
should consider investing in content

How to create original content?
Method 1:
You can use freelance platforms such as Fiverr.com. Searching for video actor video model
product demo video or product video will help you find individuals who would make a video for
you. Get in contact with those freelancers, send them a sample of your product and tell them
exactly rk for what to ask of the freelancers.
Method 2 :
Other more methods mention on details on the book
https://e-comarabia.com/product/the-dropshipper-strategies/

6- Scaling Strategy

Scaling campaign is where the ad spending increases and the real profits start rolling in. In this
Chapter of the book I will explain all the scaling strategies and toolkits you will need to scale your
store. When running such campaigns, you should let them run at high budgets and just let them
optimize
the budget across proven audiences and ads optimally in real time. So, inside your scaling
campaigns, you will have only your proven audiences as well as your winning creatives running on
high budgets letting Facebook decide which audiences to spent to and which ads in these adsets to
spend on as well.

7- Consistency with Facebook Ads

At this point, you should be very profitable and that is
great, but you should be thinking about consistency
because when something works it will not last forever.
In this lesson, we will go over a few tips that helped me
stay consistent with my ads. You shouldapply this to your
dropshipping business as reaching a profitable point
is not easy, but staying profitable is actually harder.

1. Have a clear campaign structure
Follow the advises in this book by separating the sandbox testing campaigns from other
campaigns. Have a well-structured scaling campaigns and follow the budgeting carefully
when increasing and decreasing the spending. Never attempt to scale creatives or adsets
that have not been tested to avoid losses. Troubleshoot before spending more on ads at every
step.
2. Always keep testing new creatives
As mentioned earlier, creatives get fatigued and need to be replaced constantly. Keep testing
new creatives in the creative sandbox campaign even if your creatives are not fatigued yet in
order to prepare yourself for when that day comes. Original creatives work
best and will get you better sales

3. Regularly test audiences
After a while, your audiences will get fatigued and your frequency will start rising. For that you
need to keep testing audiences in your audience sandbox campaign. Since your lookalike
audiences are deriving data from the custom audiences, the LLAs will keep updating reaching
new people and getting more sales.
4. Keep your customers happy
Facebook values user experience, this was mentioned earlier and stresses upon. If customers
buy from you and your product is not working, delivery late or were not satisfied with your
service, they will complain and this will affect their buying experience from a Facebook ad.
Follow up with customers and keep them happy in every way and Facebook

will reward you with more reach and cheaper sales.

5. Trick the Facebook algorithm
Facebook likes to see positive feedback on their content. Engage with customers, respond to
questions & funny comments i.e., GIFs, to get a lot more engagement. Do not let bad comments
pass by, delete or hide them. Facebook wants its users to be happy while using their platform
and it uses AI to detect what is in your content, so keep it positive.
Staying consistent is not easy and there is a lot of work that goes on to keep your profitsrolling
in. Treat your business like you are building a brand and not as a side hustle.

The instagram influencers

What do Instagram influencers actually do?
Influencers in social media are people who have built a
reputation for their knowledge and expertise on a specific
topic.
They make regular posts about that topic on their preferred
social media channels and generate large followings of
enthusiastic, engaged people who pay close attention to
their views

How to measure Instagram influence?

Follower count
With follower count, the metric is relatively easy. This is the number of people who follow a
particular Instagram account. About the only things to watch out for with this one are fakes
and various duplicates. The number of commercial accounts that follow an influencer can
indicate their interest in sponsorships.
Likes
Next, look at the likes on each post. Most good analytics software will give you totals,
individual post metrics, and averages. Typically, you’ll look at the averages and individual
posts. Totals aren’t quite as useful, because the numbers may get distorted over time.

Comments
With comments, you’ll look at the number of comments on the average post. Since
comments are the most time-consuming type of engagement on a non-shopping post, they
demonstrate significant commitment to what an influencer is saying. If there’s a
conversation centered around a post, so much the better.
Engagement rate
Finally, take a look at the engagement rate. This metric counts likes and comments, as well
as shares. Essentially, when you ask what is an Instagram influencer, you’ll have to include
the extent to which someone’s posts get higher engagement rates in your answer. That’s
because if people don’t like or comment, they’re unlikely to be paying attention to that
person’s opinion on products, services, or many other things.

How to work with Instagram influencers

Begin a program to embrace them
First, it’s important to have a specific influencer marketing program. This is more than just a
line item in your marketing budget and some staff time. Instead, you want to make
influencers feel welcome in your brand community. In addition, it’s critical that influencers
feel like a valued part of the team. Doing so will help recruit and retain influencers.
Reach out and have a talk about how to collaborate
Once you have identified the right influencers for your brand, it’s time to reach out. For
Instagram, this will often begin with engaging their posts. Then, send a private message
and introduce yourself. Based on this discussion, you can gauge their interest in
collaborating with you. You might also walk away with some ideas.

Be clear in what you are looking for in a relationship and what you have to offer
During your conversations, it’s important that influencers understand what’s in it for
them. If you have a well-defined program, tell them how it is run. Sometimes it’s
advantageous to recruit an influencer for your program before you need to design a
collaboration with them. This can be done for a variety of reasons, such as increased
flexibility.

COLLAB!

Finally, collaborate with your influencer. Whether this is a one-off awareness campaign or
an ambassador engagement, influencers are an important part of your marketing team.
Remember, with influencer campaigns there’s a lot of room for creativity. They are the
experts on their audiences, so within the limits of corporate policy and FTC rules, have fun.
Understanding what is an Instagram influencer is key to any modern marketing program.
Fortunately, with this quick guide and some creativity, you can reach both your main
customer base and buyer groups you never thought possible.

How Much Should I Pay an Influencer?
And is there is an influencers calculator? the answer is yes let me explain here
Influencer Marketing Cost FAQs
How much do influencers charge for marketing?
Influencers charge differently every marketing campaign due to some factors that
impact their rates like:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The influencers number of followers and their engagement rate
The platform they use
Number and type of content to be created
Effort required from the influencer
Where will the ad be promoted/cross-posted
Agency fees if applicable

How much do influencers with 500k followers make?
Based on the recent reports, here is a list of how much an influencer with 500,000 followers
charges per platform:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Instagram –
YouTube –
TikTok –
Twitter –
Facebook –

$500–$5,000 per post
$1,000–$10,000 per video
$125–$1,250 per post
$100–$1,000 per post
$1,250–$12,500 per post

How much do influencers with 100k followers make?
The amount of money you can earn with 100k followers doesn’t necessarily depend on your
follower count. It depends on how actively you get clients and jump on ideas on how to make
money on Instagram. There are different ways on making your account profitable through
affiliate marketing, influencer marketing, and others. But to give you an idea of the average
charge, a survey showed around 42% of influencers charge $200 to $400 per post.

Tik Tok

How much do TikTok influencers cost?
According to reports, famous and big TikTok influencers
can earn from $500-$200,000 per video for brand
promotion. And just like other platforms, they aim to
receive a high engagement rate from their audience.
TikTok influencers earn money in the platform from
sponsored content, cross-promotion, gifting, brand
collaboration, and selling merchandise.

The calculator

Inbeat
InBeat is an influencer search tool who also
provide an Instagram cost calculator. The UI is clean,
and they are unique at providing you more details
about each influencer, such as their reach
progression and performance of latest posts. They
are also unique in providing cost estimations for
Stories and Reels on top of Posts.

Feedpixel
This one’s unique in its quest for accuracy. To
use the Instagram influencer calculator, I to
input the number of followers I had, along with
total Instagram posts, likes, and comments.
Given the layout of the calculator, this appears
to be an ―all time‖ number

And as we promise you to keep supporting and help you here below
is a list of the top 300 influencers

Top influencers

Now, all should be more clear for you to start your journey, and here below are some case
studies and advice for you. Read it carefully before you start.

Through my personal experience with more than 1000+ dropshippers, I can only notice few
is stand away from the crowd and other dropshippers are losing money and time every single day
the copy and paste stratgey is not any more help or make any profit.
If you think of copying other people's experiences and successes, you are totally wrong. This
business model needs a lot of work, actually very hard work digging into details on how to make
this business become your daily job.
For some people, this becomes the main income source and they build a huge massive income
on doing this business every single day through my journey with them, it becomes obvious these
people don't sleep, they are working every single minute and keep learning as well.

Case Study
Let's take Abdou for example, a young 7 figure entrepreneur who build an empire of doing
dropshipping and teaching people around him how to run this game... but do you think he
does it in a night, not at all, it takes him years of learning and lots of failures to become
where he is today. Most of the people
who learn from him become as well successful
at this.

Another one let's take Cindy, a French international lawyer who quit her job and started the
journey she works 24/7 nonstop... with crazy nights when things do not go ok with lots of
obstacles and she was about to quit, but she stands up from zero to become a successful
brand
owner running an 8-figure business.
When she started,
it was only 6 orders a day and then we
reached together to make
1672 orders per day.

Another successful example is Donatas from Lithuania built an empire of dropshipping
business but to be honest, he is there all the time positive humble and following his business
every single day he does millions of dollars last year but he didn't buy Lamborghini or a no
needed Villa he invests more and more just on the way to start his own men fashion brand.
The reason why I show these real-life examples is a way
to help to think deep before you start and guess
what makes these guys make money.

Is it luck..? Sure no, its hard work and the feeling they can do something as well, I
guess if you are still reading this book, think about what you want and how you can
do this
Is there an opportunity for you to make
money from drop shipping the answer is
yes 100% I can keep giving examples of
billion dollars businesses that starts
exactly like you and below I give you, as
well, real numbers about dropshipping
business and how you can share a bite
of this big world
Now, many people around you will
jump and say dropshipping is dead?
No, it's not

Let me show you some facts below is a chart
dated 1/02/2022
Also, I was reading the newest report form Shopify about
the Ecommerce future, and here are some data I would like
to share with you, you can try it if you didn't start yet
https://shopify.pxf.io/P0dyrj
And

enjoy

14

day's

free

trial

Some people fail and quit. Yes, this is true!

Let me tell you why they make a very simple mistake.
Chose the wrong Niche: Don't start with the things you like because you don't know
what exactly you want, for example; if you are a fashion lover don't start with fashion
and every time keep in your mind you are still a beginner.

Bad Advertising: Do you think taking other people's efforts and creativity is your
right, surely, no, you should do your own, the type that people don't want to invest in
its creativity, but they want to invest in advertising, which will be stopped or banned
by all social media platforms if it's not yours… it's as simple as this.

No budget and no plan:
Well, do you think 500 USD is enough to start your dropshipping journey, well the
answer again is no, 500 USD can help you start the store but to run the store you
can’t… and if you do not have an investment plan, go make some money and come
back, do a part-time hustle online, work in a restaurant, work as a delivery boy, or tea
boy, don't say I don't have money, so I can't start.

bad website:
Do you think you are the only one there and people will stay in a raw to visit your
store, absolutely no, if you don't invest in your store and design high-quality image
and content... a unique product description and install all the needed apps so please
don't hire someone there are thousands there, don't be a superman, you are not
designer put this in your mind.

No Team:

Ok, read this carefully many people start the journey
alone and they think they can do it all by themselves if
you guess people who make 6-8 figure stores are alone
you are totally wrong I have been talking with many drop
shippers and they say why I should share my profit with
someone and this makes me laugh, what profit, you are
doing Zero, sorry you are losing money….
The people out there have teams who run the store,
other people for advertising, and another for customer
care which most of the new drop shippers don't make...
My advice do not start.

10 secrets if you can't do, please don't start this business.

Self Confidence:
If you don't believe in yourself and you
are able to keep doing this and you will
never give up please don't start.

Learning
If you are not able to learn
and get more in deep into
this business, do research
and study well before you
start don't start.

Hard Work:
It’s all about hard-working and being
able to work every single day spend
more energy and power in doing this if
you are lazy and not a hard worker
don't start

Failure's: It’s important to fail
one-two-three times and learn,
it’s the biggest school
Be Passionate: Good results
will not come over one night
you have to wait for the good
results to come

Build Solid:

Most entrepreneurs make this
business to make some extra
income and they do not consider
their full-time job… so when you
build for the long term build it as a
solid business

Disciplines:

Before you start, think twice.
are you this person? If yes go
ahead most of the time, discipline is
way more important than any great
product or business idea.

Stop overthinking:
Start to change your way of
thinking think big think different
take some courses on how to
improve this part hire a mentor
will help you a lot I take a
course recently name design
thinking might help you as well

Invest In Yourself

Increase your business knowledge, don’t
be shy to ask, don’t be shy to take more
courses, read more books, stay away
from bad habits, and focus on the first
thing first

These are my personal pieces
of advice for each one who
wants to start an entrepreneur
life.

Just do it, it’s:
The time to stop, say and start. If you feel you are good with all that we
have mentioned here, start doing it. Its Nike rule ―Just Do it‖ and we make
it every day in our business, we do believe in what we do, so we just do it.

From dropshipping to the brand owner
By the time your small drop shipping business will develop and become a
brand, this is the journey you should think about, it make a brand it's the further
online and to help you do this, you could follow our next issue of this series of
EBooks about how to build a brand in our company, we help many drop shippers
to build their own brands

I hope you enjoy the journey

What others can do you can do!

Thank You
THE SECRETS OF
DROPSHIPPING
Ahmad Samhan
DROPSHIPPING

